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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the October edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you
informed about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

OnDemand OCR And Barcode
Extraction
Since version 4.1 of Librex, a new tool is available in the
Librex scanning and importation windows. This tool
enables the user to launch text (OCR) and barcode
extraction in real time.
The Librex administrator has often previously configured
extraction automatisms to automatically read data on the
image without having the user trigger it.
But it can happen that no automatisms were configured
and that the user still wishes to extract data and assign its
value to a property. This new tools fills this requirement,
allowing the user to manually select a text or barcode zone
and assign the extracted value to one of the document's
properties.
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This new tool is especially useful for unstructured
documents for which automatic extraction of the data is
more complex to configure and less precise.

Try New Things...
We now offer you the possibility to get a free trial of any
type of Librex license.
This is available for all licenses, including our smart
connectors (SharePoint, Alfresco...) and the OmniPage
optical character recognition tool.
Generally, we offer a 10 days trial license, but it's also
possible to have a longer trial for special situations.
To proceed, you just have to order the desired license
following the standard procedure in the licenses section of
the administration window. When sending us your
activation request, simply specify that it's for a trial license
and we'll send you the relevant activation key.
After applying your license, you'll be able to see the
expiration date of your trial license.

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We
appreciate your interest in our solution and invite you to
contact us for any question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and
Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our
Librex Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter
Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be
interested to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free
to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
VicePresident, Business Solutions
mchartrand@coriumsoft.com
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